
 

 

 

 

 

 

Knowledge Organiser: September 2019 

Year 7 

 
“Wise men and women are always learning, always listening for fresh insights.” 

Proverbs 18:15 (The Message) 
 

 

 

 
Determination     –     Integrity     –     Ambition     –     Humility     –     Compassion 

Student Name: 



Using Your Knowledge Organiser 

Your teachers have worked hard to produce this document for you and have selected the most important knowledge that you will need to know to make good progress in 
their subjects. You should aim to learn all the information in your knowledge organiser off by heart.   

Try out some of the strategies listed here to help you achieve this.  

 

1. Read the knowledge organiser and ensure you understand it. 
Try and make links between the information on it and what 
you already know and do. 
 

2. Look, Cover, Write, Check – the traditional way of learning 
spellings! 
 

3. Create a Mnemonic – Using the first letters of keywords create 
a memorable sentence or phrase. 
 

4. Create an acronym – using the first letters of keywords to 
create a word to prompt you to remember all of the 
information. 
 

5. Write it out in full on a blank version of the same format. 
 

6. Write it out in note form, reducing it to key ideas or words. Try 
the same format but a smaller piece of paper. 

 
7. Recreate the knowledge organiser as a series of images and 

words 
 

 

 

8. Write a set of test questions for yourself using the organiser.  
• Answer these without the organiser the next day.  
• Swap your questions with a friend to increase 

challenge.  
• Turn your questions in to a game by putting them 

on cards and playing with friends. 
 

9. Chunk the knowledge into smaller bitesize sections of around 
5 pieces of information. Concentrate on mastering a chunk 
before you start on the next. 
 

10. Try to make connections between the information and people 
you know. E.g. Visualise yourself trying these strategies with a 
specific teaching group. 
 

11. Talk about the information on the knowledge organiser with 
another person. Teaching someone else about it helps us learn 
it. 

 
12. Say the information out loud – rehearse it like learning lines 

for a play, or sing it as if you are in a musical!  

 



Our Deepest Fear by Marianne Williamson 

 

Determination     –     Integrity     –     Ambition     –     Humility     –     Compassion 

1. Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate.  

2. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure.  

3. It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us.  

4. We ask ourselves, Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, and fabulous?  

5. Actually, who are you not to be? You are a child of God.  

6. Your playing small does not serve the world.  

7. There is nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people will not feel insecure 
around you.  

8. We are all meant to shine, as children do.  

9. We were born to make manifest the glory of God that is within us.  

10. It is not just in some of us;  

11. It is in everyone and as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give others permission 
to do the same.  

12. As we are liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others. 
 
 

 



Y7 Magnus Academy Homework Timetable September 2019 

To help you learn the contents of your knowledge organiser thoroughly, you will be required to show evidence of learning it as homework. Please write out the required 
section three times in your purple book, and be prepared to demonstrate your learning in the lesson.  

 

Hwk Set Week 1: Hwk Set Week 2: Hwk Set Week 3 Hwk Set Week 4 Hwk Set Week 5 Hwk Set Week 6 Hwk Set Week 7

w/c 2nd Sept W/c 9th Sept w/c 16th Sept w/c 23rd Sept w/c 30th Sept w/c 7th Oct w/c 14th Oct
English

Narnian Virtues
English 

Latin + Language

Maths Technical Vocabulary Symbols Technical Vocabulary Metric Units Technical Vocabulary Metric Units

Science Words 1,2,3 Words 4,5,6 Words 7,8,9 Words 10,11,12 Words 13,14,15 Words 16,17,18 States of matter table 

History Technical vocabulary  Medieval church section 

Using “explain the 
importance of” sentence 
starters, explain the 
importance of the church 
to medieval l ife

1066 section 

Using “describe two 
ways” sentence starters, 
describe two ways in 
which Will iam controlled 
England. 

Crusades section

Using source + sentence 
starters provided, answer 
“how useful is source A to 
an historian studying the 
battle of Hastings”. 

Geography Technical vocabulary  
Explain how Newark fits 
into Europe Technical vocabulary

Create story/ anagram/ 
other memory aid for 
continents and oceans. 

Technical vocabulary

Choose a location and 
use the information to 
explain how the places 
meaning could change 

Technical vocabulary

Spanish Chunk 1 Chunk 1 Chunk 1 All chunks All  chunks

Art Technica l  vocabulary key 
words

Technica l  vocabulary 1st 5  
defini tions

Technica l  vocabulary las t 
5 defini tions

Answer questions  about 
colour

Food Eating seasonal ly
Practica l  Knowledge- 
Kni fe ski l l s

Ki tchen safety rules TECHNICAL VOCABULARY

Drama Movement section
Choose 5 words from 
technical vocabulary and 
memorise meanings

Complete the ‘Use of 
Voice’ revision.

RE Vocab Fact Table Vocab Fact Table Vocab Videos Vocab

ICT Box 1 Box 2 Box 3 Box 4 Box 1 Box 2 Box 1

Revise all  components of 
the knowledge organiserPE

why we warm up and cool 
down

Use diagram to explain 
where each muscle is 
found in the body

Technical vocabulary 
table

Learn the sport specific 
terminology 

Tier 2 vocabulary bank 2 Technical vocabulary

Word bank 1 Word bank 1 Word bank 2 Word bank 2 Word bank 3 Word bank 3 Word bank 4

Subject

Tier 2 vocabulary bank 1 Tier 2 vocabulary bank 2 Technical vocabulary Quotations Tier 2 vocabulary bank 1



Half-Term: Autumn 1  Subject: Narnian Virtues  Assessment Objectives: AO1 (Reading for Meaning) + Transactional Writing 

 
TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Protagonist The central character. 

Antagonist The character who opposes the main character. 

Narrative voice The perspective from which the narrative is told. 

Setting The time and place in which events in a narrative occur. 

Dialogue Speech between different characters. 

Theme A reoccurring idea in a literary text e.g. love, friendship. 

Implicit Suggested though not directly expressed. 

Explicit Stated clearly and in detail, leaving no room for confusion or 
doubt. 

Inference A conclusion reached on the basis of evidence and reasoning. 

Novel A fictitious prose narrative of book length. 

 

Tier 2 Vocabulary Bank 2 

Wretched (adjective) in a very unhappy or unfortunate state. 
Stratagem (noun) a plan or scheme, especially one used to outwit an 

opponent. 
Prophecy (noun) a prediction of what will happen in the future. 
Treacherous (adjective) guilt of or involving betrayal or deception. 
Cordial (adjective) warm and friendly. 
Gaiety (noun) the state or quality of being light-hearted or 

cheerful. 
Renounce (verb) formally declare one’s abandonment of something. 
Ransacking (verb) go through (a place) stealing things and causing 

damage. 
Liberated (adjective) freed from enemy occupation. 
Remnant (noun) a part of quantity that is left after the greater part 

has been used. 
 
 

Tier 2 Vocabulary Bank 1 

Foreboding (noun) A feeling that something bad will happen. 
Swarming (adjective) moving in or forming a large dense 

group. 
Urged (verb) try persistently to persuade someone to do 

something. 
Orb (noun) a spherical (round) object or shape. 
Prefect (noun) a senior pupil who has extra responsibility. 
Feigning (verb) pretend to be affected by something. 
Throng (noun) a large, densely packed crowd of people or 

animals. 
Spiteful (adjective) showing or caused by malice/cruelty. 
Jeering (verb) make rude or mocking remarks. 
Lulling (verb) calm or send to sleep, typically with soothing 

sounds or movements. 
Inquisitive (adjective) having or showing an interest in 

learning things; curious. 
 

 



Half-Term: Autumn 1  Subject: Latin and Language 1   

 

Word Bank 3 

Latin English Latin  English 
barba beard captat catches 
carpunt seize ianua door 
de capillis down from his hair in arbore in a tree 
fluit flows in colle on a hill 
fundit pours modo only 
grex flock natant swim 
habet has Nereis sea nymph 
imber rain per fenestras through windows 
in agros onto fields piscis fish 
iratissimus very angry puella girl 
liquidis alis with watery wings puer boy 
littit sends sedet sits 
Notus Southern wind sub under 
rivus river urbs city 
volat flies vident see 

 
 

Word Bank 2 

Latin English Latin  English 
aenea bronze gladios swords 
aetas age habitant live 
aestatem summer hiemem winter 
aeternum eternal iam now 
agri fields in villis in houses 
alteras other Iuppiter Jupiter 
ancillae slave-girls mercatores merchants 
argentea silver naves ships 
aurea gold pecuniam money 
autumnum autumn prima first 
cibum cood pugnant fight 
communis communal secunda second 
congerunt pile up servi slaves 
creat creates sponte sua on their own 
dant give sunt are 
dominae mistresses tertia third 
domini masters quarta fourth 
faciunt make ver spring 
feminae women viri men 
ferrea iron visitant visit 

 

Word Bank 1 

Latin English Latin English 
aer air Lux Light 
aqua water miscet Mixes 
caelo/caelum sky Natura Nature 
calor heat Non Not 
cum with Oceanus Ocean 
frigido the cold Ponit Places 
est there is Separat Separates 
et and Sol sun 
in in Sunt Are 
in initio in the beginning Tandem At last 

in una mole in one mass Terra Land 
luna moon umbra shadow 
  Unda wave 

 

 

Word Bank 4 

Latin English Latin English 
apparet appears unus/una one 
avis bird audit hears 
bonus/bona good brevi tempore in a short time 
cadit falls dea goddess 
diu for a long time dicit says 
ecce! look! ducere to take on 
fessa tired forma shape 
igitur therefore iacite throw! 
in rate in a boat iaciunt throw 
nominee called incipiunt begin 
orant pray lapis stone 
paulatim little by little mollire to soften 
post multos dies after many days novas new 
quaerens seeking post terga behind your backs 
quod because subito suddenly 
soli alone solliciti worried 
subsidit subsides   
supersunt remain   

 



Half-Term 1  Subject: Maths 7        Threshold Concept Link(s) Number.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Factor A number which divides exactly into another. 

Multiple A multiple is a number made by multiplying two 
other numbers. 

Prime A prime number has exactly two factors. 

Integer The positive and negative whole numbers. 

Estimate Usually a calculation where the numbers have 
been rounded before the operation is performed. 

Index (indices 
plural) 

An index is a power or exponent. 

Square root Is the number that was multiplied by itself to get 
the square number. 

Square number Is a number that has been multiplied by itself. 

Cube number Is a number that is multiplied by itself then again 
by the original number. 

Cube root Is the number that was multiplied by itself and 
itself again to get the cube number 

Numerator The number on the top of the fraction. Shows 
how many part there are. 

Denominator  The number on the bottom of the fraction. Shows 
how many equal parts the item is divided into. 

Common 
denominator 

When two or more fractions have the same 
denominator. 

Equivalent  Having the same value 

Inverse The opposite mathematical operation.  

Reciprocal The number produced by dividing 1 by a given 
number 

Odd An integer that cannot be divided exactly by two. 

Even An integer that can be divided exactly by two. 
 

Metric Units 

 Standard unit Common prefixes 
Mass Grams (g) Milli (mg) – one thousandth of a 

gram 
      Length Metres (m) Milli (mm) – one thousandth of a 

metre 
C i ( )   h d d h f  

 
      

 

Capacity Litres (l) Milli (ml) – one thousandth of a 
litre 

       
 

 

Money Pounds (£) 
Pence (p) 

100p = £1 

Time Hours (h) 
Minutes (min) 
Seconds (sec) 

60 seconds = 1 minute 
60 minutes = 1 hour 

 

Symbols 

= Equal to / the same as 

< Less than 

> Greater than 

≤ Smaller than or equal to 

≥ Greater than or equal to 

≠ Not equal to 

≈ Approximately equal to 
 



Half-Term __1___________________  Subject ____Y7 science _____          Threshold Concept Link(s)__Matter and Reactions__   

 

Exam Command Words 

10. Acid Has a pH of 1-6 

11. Alkali Has a pH of 8-14 

12. Mixture 
Two or more elements or compounds not chemically 
joined. 

13. Solute The solid that dissolves in a solvent. 

14. Solvent  The liquid a solute dissolves in. 

15. Solution  
The mixture formed when a solute dissolves in a 
solvent. 

16. Distillation 
The separation technique used to separate liquids 
with different boiling points. 

17. Filtration 
The separation technique used to separate  an 
insoluble solid and a liquid. 

18. Chromatography 
The separation technique used to separate different 
substances dissolved in a liquid. 

 

Scientific Enquiry Keywords 
19. Independent variable the variable that is changed or selected by the 

investigator 

20. Dependent variable The variable that is measured 

21. Control variable Variables that you keep the same 

22. Prediction A statement suggesting what will happen in the 
future. 

23. Primary Data Data that has been collected from the original 
source for a specific purpose 

24. Random error These cannot be corrected and occur on all 
measurements.  Taking more measurements and 
calculating a mean helps reduce their effect. 

25. Repeatable The investigation under the same conditions by the 
same investigator, gives similar results. 

26. Reproducible Similar results are obtained by different 
investigators with different equipment. 

27. Systematic error Results differ from the true value by a consistent 
amount each time. 

 

Topic Key Words 
1. Particles A very tiny object, such as an atom or molecule that materials are made 

from. They are too small to be seen with a microscope. 

2. Effervescent giving off bubbles 

3. Energy Needed to make things happen. 

4. Atoms The smallest part of an element that can exist. 

5. Elements Substances that all other materials are made up of, which only contain 
one type of atom. 

6. Compounds Substances made up of two or more elements chemically joined 
together. 

7. Properties Qualities of a substance or material that describe its appearance or how 
it behaves. 

8. States of matter The three forms in which a substance can exist – solid, liquid and gas. 

9. Diffusion The random movement of particles from an area of high concentration to 
an area of low concentration, down a concentration gradient. 

 



Half-Term _HT1____________________  Subject: History  Threshold Concept Link(s) _____________________   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Sources  Something that tells us about history. It may be a document, a book, or an 
object. 

Interpretation  When a certain historical event is described from different points of views. 

Pilgrimage  A journey, especially a long one, made to some sacred place as an act of religious 
dedication.  

Repent  To show or say that you are sorry for a religious sin you have committed.  

Purgatory  A Roman Catholic belief that souls get trapped between heaven and hell after 
death. They believe that the amount of time they are trapped there depends on 
how many sins they have committed in their lives.  

Motte and Bailey castle  A fortification built by the Normans with a wooden keep situated on a raised 
earthwork called a motte. These were quick to build but vulnerable to fire.  

Stone Keep Castle  Stone keep castles were built all over Medieval England, many by William the 
Conqueror. They replaced the many wooden keeps and were more difficult to 
attack.  

Concentric Castle  A stone castle with at least two rings of outer walls, one inside the other. These 
were built later and were very hard to attack.  

Influence  The ability to have an effect on another person, controlling their actions or 
persuading them to do something.  

 

Medieval Church  

In the Middle Ages the Church was very powerful. Church leaders 
were involved with other things besides preaching sermons to the 
people. Some helped the government to run the country, while some 
studied subjects like science and came up with new ideas. Some 
church leaders set up schools and hospitals. 
 
In medieval times very few people could read and write. The Church 
was the only organisation that had lots of well-educated people. 

As the only people who could read, priests were the only ones who 
could find out about different subjects like science, history and 
geography. So, people who were very interested in these subjects had 
to become priests, monks or nuns. 

Medieval hospitals were all run by the Church. The Church was 
supposed to give a lot of its money to the poor. So if you had money 
troubles your best way of getting help was to ask a priest, monk or 
nun. 

The Church was very rich as it was the biggest landowner. When 
people wanted to give a big gift to the Church, they often gave land. 
As a result, priests, monks and nuns spent a lot of time as landlords.  

 

1066  

On 5th January, 1066, King Edward the Confessor died. He 
had no children so there was no one who would naturally 
become the next king of England. 

Three men claimed that they had the right to rule England:  
• Harold Hardrada (Viking Contestant).  
• Harold Godwinson (English contestant).  
• William of Normandy (Norman Contestant).  

 
 
Harold Godwinson becomes King after the death of Edward 
the confessor because he was the only one in the country! 

However soon after this, Harold Hardrada swooped in with 
500 ships and landed in the North.  
On the 25th September, Harold met Hardrada at the battle 
of Stamford Bridge. Harold Godwinson won! 

Harold now had to head south to meet William. They met 
on the 14th October on a hillside in Hastings. William won!  
  

Crusades  

The Crusades were a series of wars where Christians and 
Muslims fought to control the Holy Land. 
Jeruselum is a holy place for Christians because many 
important events in the life of Jesus happened there. It is 
holy to the Muslim religion, Islam, too. Muslims believe 
their prophet, Mohammed, visited Heaven from there. 

The crusades dragged on and off for about 200 years. 
English knights and soldiers mainly fought in what is known 
as the Third Crusade between the years 1189 and 1192 
under the king, Richard the Lionheart. 

People would fight in the crusades in order to gain money, 
power, land and gain religious prizes such as redemption 
from sin.  

The pope would encourage all Christian countries to attack 
the Holy land and make promises such as a pass to heaven.  

 

Source A  



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“How useful is the source to an historian studying….” 

 

A – The Source is useful because it shows…  

P – For example it says/I can see…  

E – This is therefore useful to an historian because 

it tells us….  

 

A – The provenance (date/author/type of 

source/location) is useful because…  

P – For example….  

E – This is makes the source even more useful 

because…  

“How convincing is the interpretation about….” 

This question is asking how believable is the content of what the source says. 

You need to support your answer with lots of your own knowledge to either 

prove it correct or disprove it.  

 

A – The Source is/is not convincing because it says…  

P – For example it says/I can see…  

E – This is therefore convincing/not convincing because I know that…  

 

A – The Source is/is not convincing because it says…  

P – For example it says/I can see…  

E – This is therefore convincing/not convincing because I know that because…  

“Describe two ways that…”  

 

One way in which…  

This was because…  

Another way in which…  

This was because…  

 

 

“Explain the importance of the church to medieval life…”  

 

The church was important because…  

For example, they...  

This made the church important because…  

 

Another way in which the church was important was…  

For example, they...  

This made the church important because…  

 

History sentence starters! 



Half-Term 1                                               Subject Geography                                                         Threshold Concept Link(s) Sense of Place 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Place Somewhere that has a meaning or 

purpose 

Space Where something is located 

Continent Any of the world's main continuous 

expanses of land (Europe, Asia, Africa, 

North and South America, Australia, 

Antarctica). Ocean A very large expanse of sea, in particular 

each of the main areas into which the 

sea is divided geographically. 

United Kingdom This country is where you live and is 

made up of England, Scotland, Northern 

Ireland and Wales.  

County A territorial division of some countries 

including Nottinghamshire.  

Region An area, especially part of a country or 

the world having definable 

characteristics but not always fixed 

boundaries. 

 Identity  The fact of being who or what a person 

or thing is 

Culture The ideas, customs, and social behaviour 

of a particular people or society 

 Perception  The way in which something is regarded, 

understood, or interpreted. 

 

How you fit into the world geographically.  

Europe

United Kingdom

Great Britain

England

East 
Midlands

Nottinghamshire

Newark

Continents and Oceans of the World 

Location simply describes where a place is on a map whereas meaning is more complex. Each place 

has a different meaning to different people and is therefore highly personal, experiential and 

subjective.  

Place can be applied to any scale: from a particular room in a building to a country or region which 

rouses shared feelings in people. 

Place does not necessarily have to be a fixed location. A camper van or cruise ship which a group 

of people have shared for a period of time may invoke a sense of belonging in those people, as may a 

campsite or other temporary structure. 

Places are dynamic and subject to constant change in their material structure and 

meaning. Places are not isolated or cut off from outside influences and so as people, ideas and 

objects pass in and out of a place in space and time they change it. 
 



Half-Term September 2019  Subject Spanish Y7 School  Threshold Concept Link(s): Recognise full opinions , questions , 100 infinitives and 

how to conjugate in the present tense. 

       Week 2    Week 1  

CONNECTIVE ADJECTIVE 

 
 
 

interesante = interesting 

porque es = because it is 
 

aburrido = boring 

 divertido = fun 

dado que es = because it is fácil = easy 

 bueno = good 

puesto que es = because it is útil = useful 

 difícil = difficult 

ya que es = because it is emocionante = exciting 

 importante = important 

 obligatorio = compulsory 
 

OPINION NOUN 

Me encanta(n) = I love el inglés = English 

Me chifla(n) = I love el dibujo = art 

Me mola(n) = I love el español = Spanish 

Me gusta(n) mucho = I like a lot la historia = history 

Me gusta(n) = I like la música = music 

Me interesa(n) = I’m interested in la geografía = geography 

No me gusta =I don’t like la educación física = PE 

No me gusta(n) nada = I really don’t 
like 

la tecnología = 
technology Detesto/odio = I hate las ciencias = science 

No aguanto = I can’t stand las matemáticas = maths 
 

CONNECTIVE VERB NOUN 

Siempre = always estudio = I study en la biblioteca = in the 
library 

Normalmente = normally hablo  = I speak con mis amigos = with 
my friends 

A menudo = often escucho = I listen al profesor = to the 
teacher 

A veces = sometimes leo = I read un libro = a book 

De vez en cuando = 
sometimes 

como  = I eat en la cantina = in the 
canteen 

Rara vez = rarely bebo = I drink en clase = in class 

Nunca = never escribo  en mi cuaderno = in my 
exercise book 

 

 

CONNECTIVE VERB NOUN 

Siempre = always estudiamos = we study muchas asignaturas = 
lots of subjects 

Normalmente = normally hablamos = we speak a la directora = to the 
head teacher 

A menudo = often 
 

escuchamos = we listen música = music 

A veces = sometimes leemos = we read en la biblioteca = in the 
library 

De vez en cuando = sometimes 
 

comemos = we eat  chicle = chewing gum 

Rara vez = rarely bebemos = we drink en el laboratorio = en 
the laboratory 

Nunca = never escribimos = we write  en la agenda = in the 
planner 

 

 

 

 
 

Week 3               Week 4 



Half-Term September 2019  Subject Spanish Y7 School  Threshold Concept Link(s): Recognise full opinions , questions , 100 infinitives and 

how to conjugate in the present tense. 

                 

Vocabulario 1 

el alemán German 

el arte 
dramático 

drama 

el idioma language 

el francés French 

el comercio business 
studies 

la cocina food 
technology 

la biología biology 

la química chemistry 

la física physics 

la religión RE 

la informática  IT 

los trabajos 
manuales 

resistant 
materials 

las 
empresariales 

business 
studies 

las ciencias 
económicas 

economics 

la asignatura subject 

 

Vocabulario 2 

grande big 

pequeño small 

feo ugly 

bonito pretty 

entretenido entertaining 

fenomenal great 

genial brilliant 

inútil useless 

trabajador hardworking 

desobediente disobedient 

educativo educational 

simpático kind 

antipático unkind 

severo strict 

estricto strict 

 

Vocabulario 3 

el profesor teacher (m) 

la profesora teacher (f) 

el alumno pupil (m) 

la alumna pupil (f) 

el / la directora(a) head teacher 

la escuela primary school 

el colegio school 

el insti(tuto) secondary 
school 

la nota mark 

el acoso escolar bullying 

los deberes homework 

el recreo break 

la agenda planner 

el trimestre term 

 

Vocabulario 4 

el aula  classroom 

la cantina canteen 

el salón de actos hall 

el patio playground 

el laboratorio laboratory 

la oficina del 
director 

head teacher’s 
office 

la biblioteca library 

el taller workshop 

el gimnasio gym 

la sala de 
profesores 

staff room 

los vestuarios changing rooms 

la pista de tenis tennis court 

la pista de 
atletismo 

athletics track 

el campo de 
deportes 

sports field 

los aseos toilets 

 



Half-Term _Year 7 Subject – Term 1                   Knowledge Organiser            

 

Eating seasonally 

Advantages Disadvantages 

It’s cheaper to buy as there is more of it Do not get the variety of food to eat 

Supports local farmers Need to be quite imaginative 

Reduces the carbon footprint Not supporting poorer countries 

Reduces waste We don’t get to try as many foods 

Less lorries on the Road If the crop is poor, we don’t have enough 

 

 
 
 

 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Taste Sweet, sour, bitter 

Texture How it feels in your mouth: crunchy, juicy 

Aroma How it smells 

Garnish Decoration added to a dish 

Exotic A food that is bought outside the country of origin 

Eat well plate The governments guide to eating a balanced diet 

Carbohydrates Bread, pasta, rice 

Protein Egg, meat, fish 

dairy Cheese, milk, cream 

Fibre (NSP) Wholemeal foods, fruit and vegetables 

 

Practical Knowledge P 

Knife skills Knife Safety 

Julienne- Matchsticks- salad, stir-fry Always use bridge and claw grip  

Brunoise- Chopped match sticks- soups, sauces Use the right size knife for the job 

Jardinere- Batons- dipping, steaming Ensure they are stored in a knife block 

Macedoine-  Do not put knifes in soapy water 

Paysanne- Sliced on profile, most common Make sure handles are grease free 

  
 

                      Kitchen safety rules                                                               Oven safety 

Tie hair up Always use oven gloves 

Always wash hands before handling food Match pan size to ring size 

  

Remove all jewellery Put pan handles to the side 

Stack chairs away Do not leave cooking food unattended 

Mop up spillages immediately Turn oven off after use 

 
 

  

 

YEAR 

7 

Term 1 



Half-Term: HT1Y7 Subject: Art Threshold Concept Link(s): Draw from observation accurately and use a range of tone to create form  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                   Colour Wheel  

 

                                    What colours should go in the missing gaps?     

What makes the primary colours different to the secondary? 

Add colour to the wheel as carefully as possible.                                                      

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Line A continuous mark made with a 
pencil, pen or brush etc. 

Tone The lightness or darkness in a 
picture or of a colour 

Form 3D shape 

Colour A hue created by light reflecting 
off a surface 

Shape A series of lines that form the 
outline 

Size/scale How big or small something is. 

Texture How something feels or looks e.g. 
rough, smooth, furry etc. 

Pattern A single or repeated design of 
shapes 

Perspective The illusion of distance and depth 
in an image 

Composition How objects, shapes and patterns 
are arranged 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



      HT1                                                                                Subject: Physical Education                                                 Threshold Concept Link(s):  A, C, E & G  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                         

 

Warming Up and Cooling Down 

A safe warm up A warm up needs to start slow and increase over a 
period of time. Starting off at a high pace will 
increase the risk of injury.  

Psychological  Getting your brain focused on the task ahead. 

Injury Prevention  Warming up reduces the risk of injury, allows the 
temperature and length of the muscles to 
increase.  

Heart Rate Increase The number of beats per minute (BPM) increase, 
getting more blood to the muscles.  

Recovery Cooling down will help your muscles to recover 
better. This also helps to prevent injury.  

Range of Movement  How much you are able to move your muscles and 
joints. This will increase as a result of an effective 
warm up. 

Sport-Specific Terminology 

Knock-on Rugby  when a ball is dropped forwards 

Footwork Netball  when you take more than one step with the ball 

Stick Tackle  Hockey  when a players stick clashes with an opponents’ stick 

Clear Badminton  when you hit the shuttlecock towards the back of the court 

Offside Football  being beyond the final defender on the pitch 
Rugby  in front of the ball affecting play 
Netball  being in the wrong place on the court 

Lay-up  Basketball  a shot combining dribbling and shooting 

Square pass Team games  when the ball is played to the side 

Time Team games  said to teammates when there is space and no need to 
rush 

Obstruction Interfering with opponents movement outside the rules of the game 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Cardiovascular Fitness The ability to exercise the whole body for a 
long period of time, sometimes called 
stamina. 

Extension Straightening your limbs at a joint. 

Flexion Bending limbs at a joint E.g. Bending of the 
legs at the knees. 

Rotation A circular motion around a fixed point. 

Coordination The ability to use two or more body parts 
together.  

Accuracy The ability to be correct or precise, E.g. 
Passing the football to a teammate 
successfully.  Muscular Endurance  How long a muscle or group of muscles can 
sustain exercise.  

Heart Rate The speed at which the heart beats. 

Respiration The action of breathing, the release of energy 
from glucose in the muscles. 

 



Half-Term- 1   Subject- Drama- Year 7- Skills  Threshold Concept Links-    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Perform using a character using vocal technique. 

Perform using a character using physical technique. 

Use of Voice  

Tone Does your voice sounds appropriate - perhaps harsh or soft, angry or 
happy? Is it suitable for the character you're playing? 

Volume  Have you got the loudness or quietness of your character right?  

Pitch Does your character speak with a high or low pitched voice? If you 
were playing a hanging judge, would a squeaky voice sound right? 

Pace How quickly do you say your lines? Too fast, and the audience won't 
keep up, too slow and they might get bored. Can you change the pace 
according to what's happening in the play?  

Articulation Have you practiced speaking very, very clearly? It's crucial! 

Movement 

Dynamics There are moments where tension and atmosphere build, moments of 
activity, stillness, pauses and sections of higher and lower energy. 

Body language How you move/ hold your body to show attitude and feelings. 

Facial expression How you move/ hold your face to show attitude and feelings. 

Emotions How your character moves to show the emotions they are feeling. 

Eye contact Do you need to have eye contact with another character or is your 
character shy? 

Character The person you are acting. 

Posture How your character stands to show their age, confidence, disability, etc. 

Gesture A movement of part of the body, especially a hand or a head, to express 
an idea or meaning. 

Use of voice- revision 

V The loudness and quietness of your speech 

P How quickly you say your lines. 

T How you show the emotion in your voice. 

A How clearly you speak in performance. 

Use of movement- revision 

P How your character holds their body to show their 
age, etc. 

C The person you are playing. 

D The moments of tension and atmosphere build up. 

G A movement of part of the body, especially a hand or 
a head, to express an idea or meaning. 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Still Image A frozen moment in time- shows action and relationships through body 
language, facial expression, levels and space. 
 

Body language How you move/hold your body to show attitude and feelings. 

Facial expression How you move/hold your face to show attitude and feelings. 

Use of voice How you use your voice in performance to show character. 

Rehearse Practice the performance 

Character The person you are playing 

Blocking Working out the movement in a performance. 

Thought tracking What a character is thinking.  Not what they are saying. 

Gesture A movement of part of the body, especially a hand or a head, to 
express an idea or meaning. 

 



 Year 7 Term 1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Religion\worldview Belief about God Life after death Place of Worship Name of God Founder of 
Religion 

Christian 1 Heaven and Hell Church God Jesus 

Muslim 1 Heaven and Hell Mosque Allah Muhammad 

Hindu Many Nirvana Temple Brahma Unknown 

Atheist 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Y 7 What is Religion? 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY AND QUOTES 

Belief an acceptance of something that exists or is true 

Believe to accept that something is true 

God the word used for a supreme being 

Denomination a group of people 

Commitment to be dedicated to a belief or cause 

Religion a particular system of faith and worship 
 

Christianity a global religion started by Jesus Christ 
 

Islam a global religion founded by the Prophet 
Muhammad PBUH 

Allah the Arabic word used by Muslims for God 

Prophet a messenger from God 

Muhammad the final and most important prophet within 
Islam 

 

Skills students will demonstrate are: 

 

 I can identify a religious belief, text or give an account of a key religious figure. 

 I can suggest a religious belief, text or give an account of a key religious figure. 

 I can describe a religious belief, text or give an account of a key religious figure. 

 I can describe a religious practice, place of worship or symbol, object. 

 I can explain a religious belief. 

 I can explain a religious practice or use of an object. 

 I can explain my opinion to religious and philosophical questions 

 I can explain my opinion to social and ethical questions  

 I can explain my views on the importance of key religious figures to today.  

 I can compare my own beliefs, practices and forms of expression to other individuals and 

communities, looking for what makes us different 

 



Half-Term 3  Subject: Computer Science  Threshold Concept Link(s) Recognise patterns / processes and re-use instructions 

 

Operating Systems 

Operating System (OS) Android, Windows 10, Linux,  

Kernel A kernel is the foundational layer of an operating system (OS). It 
functions at a basic level, communicating with hardware and managing 
resources, such as RAM and the CPU 

Applications Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Publisher 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

File Management The OS manages how data is organised into files 

Device Drivers A device driver is a program that controls a particular type of device that 
is attached to your computer 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Variable Something that can be changed 

Interaction The act of talking or doing things with something 

Sprite A computer graphic which may be moved on-screen and otherwise 
manipulated as a single entity 
 Counters An incremental value 

Functions A function is a type of procedure or routine 

Loop A loop is a sequence of instruction s that is continually repeated 
until a certain condition is reached 

DPA Data Protection Act 

Operating System The low-level software that supports a computer's basic functions, 
such as scheduling tasks and controlling peripherals 
 Decomposition Breaking a complex problem or system into parts that are easier to 
conceive, understand, program, and maintain 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

 

Programming 

Sprite A computer graphic which may be 
moved on-screen and otherwise 
manipulated as a single entity 
 Constant variable A variable that has been set to a given 
value and does not change 

 

When the green flag is clicked / initiated 
 
 
Set variable score to 0 
 
Show onscreen “What is 3 x 3? “ and 
wait for answer 
If answer = 9 
 
Change variable score +1 
 
Show onscreen “Correct” 
 
If answer does not equal 9 
Show onscreen “Incorrect” 
 
 
Show score on screen 

 

PC Capabilities  

CPU Central Processing Unit, Sometimes referred to simply as the central 
processor, but more commonly called processor, the CPU is the 
brains of the computer where most calculations take place  

Graphics Card A programmable logic chip (processor) specialized for display 
functions. The GPU renders images, animations and video for the 
computer's screen  

RAM Random Access Memory is the place in a computing device where 
the operating system (OS), application programs and data in current 
use are kept so they can be quickly reached by the device's processor  

Hard Disk A rigid non-removable magnetic disk with a large data storage 
capacity 
  

Power Supply A power supply is a hardware component that supplies power to an 
electrical device 

 

Heat Sink A heatsink is a device that attaches to a microprocessor to keep it 
from overheating by absorbing its heat and dissipating it into the air 

 

Motherboard A motherboard is the main printed circuit board (PCB) in a computer 

 

 



                                                                                               

 

 

 

 

       

      Motion 

 

 

 

                   Linear     Reciprocation             Oscillation                   Rotary 

                 

Types of holes used in products                                                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   Types of trees -wood 

 

 

 

 

Health and safety 

Apron Keep clean and reduce impact of something 
coming into you. 

Goggles Protect your eyes when using machines. 

Hazzard lines Only one person to be these black and yellow 
lines when operating the machine. 

Ear defenders Protect your hearing from using loud 
machines. 

Bags in the rack To avoid others tripping over them. 

Ties and jewellery tucked away Ensuring they don’t get caught in tools. 

Long hair in a hair band Avoid it getting caught in machines. 

No running Avoid trips and falls and maintain a calm 
environment.  

Uses for acrylic 

Promotional stands 

Cosmetics – Nails and toe nails 

Costume jewellery 

Bath tubs 
 

Shop signs 

Goggles 

                           Properties of acrylic 

Shinny 

Smooth 

Scratches easily 

Malleable (bendy) when heat is applied 
 

Shatters 

Adhesives (glues) 

PVA Wood to wood 

Epoxy Resin Anything to anything 

Super Glue Anything to anything 

Tensol 12 Plastic to plastic 

Deciduous Tree 
Hardwood 

Has leaves 
Loses leaves in autumn 

Coniferous Tree 
Softwood 

Evergreen 
Has needles instead of leaves. 

Clearance hole Screw or bolt allowed to pass 
through the hole without touching 

Pilot hole Guidance for the screw to thread 
into 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwie04yqm6LdAhUPVhoKHRanAMUQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.carpentry-tips-and-tricks.com/pilot-hole.html&psig=AOvVaw3-9b8IM3gVgLCULSooVsOS&ust=1536180103212081
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Half-Term 1    Subject;  Music Y7         Threshold Concept Link(s) Area of Study; The Elements of Music 

  

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Pitch Pitch means the highness or lowness of the sound. Some pieces need high sounds 
and some need low, deep sounds. Some have sounds that are in the middle. Most 
pieces use a mixture of pitches. 
 Texture If all the instruments are playing at once, the texture is thick. If only one instrument 
is playing, the texture is thin. 
 

Tempo Tempo means the fastness or slowness of the music. Sometimes this is called the 
speed or pace of the music. A piece might be at a moderate tempo, or even change 
its tempo part-way through. 
 Dynamics Dynamics means the loudness or softness of the music. Sometimes this is called the 
volume. Music often changes volume gradually, and goes from loud to soft or from 
soft to loud. 
 

Duration Duration means the length of each sound. Some sounds or notes are long, some are 
short. Sometimes composers combine long sounds with short sounds to get a good 
effect. 
 

Attack & Decay Attack and Decay means the way sounds start and stop. Some sounds begin crisply 
and suddenly, some sounds creep up on you. Sounds can stop suddenly, or they may 
die away. Choose your starts and stops to fit the mood of your music. 
 Timbre Every instrument has its own tone colour or timbre. For example, a metal instrument 
sounds different from a wooden one, and hitting the skin of a drum sounds different 
from blowing a recorder. 
 Silence Silence is as important as sound in music. It gives time to think and for echoes to die 
away. It can also be dramatic. 
 

  

  

  

 

Plan your own Composition based on the Elements of Music 

You are going to plan a short composition for a scene in a haunted house. 

 What instruments will you use and why,? Think about their timbre 

 What elements of music will you use & why? 

 Will you use any sound effects? If so, will these use any elements, e.g. 

dynamics? 

 Can you draw a graphic score of your composition? 

 

 

 What is another name for timbre? 

 

 When we talk about loud and quiet, which element are we describing? 

 

 What does duration mean? 

 

 If there is a gap in the music with no sound at all, which element of music is this? 

 

 In you books, list all of the elements of music, without looking at the list opposite. There 

are eight in total. 

 

 Describe how you would demonstrate one of the elements of music in your own 

composition. 

 

 Make a list of instruments you would consider using so far in your group compositions 

and why. Can you describe their Timbre? 

 

 Describe your favourite group / instrument and why you like them / it. 
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